Modeling of the field distributions from electromagnetic sources is of interest for various applications for example electromagnetic compatibility investigations, near-field to far-field transformations, antenna diagnostics and electromagnetic dosimetry. In order to determine whether exposure safety guidelines, such as the EU directive 2004/40/EC, are complied with, source modeling methods are important.
The adjoint field method
The aim of the adjoint field method is to retrieve the phase of the field in front of an electromagnetic source using measured field amplitudes. In the adjoint field method measured field amplitudes on 3 parallel measurement planes in front of an electromagnetic source are used to calculate the phase angles. The measured amplitudes on the measurement plane closest to the source, plane 1, are used as a source, with the field in all points on the plane set to be in phase. Moreover equivalent dielectric properties between the two measurement planes that are closest to the electromagnetic source, are searched for. These properties should together with the source on plane 1 give numerically calculated correct field, amplitude as well as phase, on the other planes. A gradient-based optimization algorithm, that minimize the difference between calculated and measured field, is used to search for the equivalent dielectric properties. The finitedifference time-domain (FDTD) method is used for the field calculations in the algorithm.
The phase angle gradient method
The goal for the phase angle gradient method (PAGM) is to retrieve the phase of the field from an electromagnetic source, using measured field amplitudes on 3 parallel planes in front of the source. Unlike the adjoint field method, the PAGM searches for the correct phase angles on the plane closest to the source, plane 1, directly. The PAGM is gradientbased and searches for phase angles on plane 1, that minimize the difference between calculated and measured field amplitudes on the other planes.
According to the field equivalence principle the electromagnetic source can be represented with an equivalent magnetic surface current density, that can be calculated using the field on plane 1. The equivalent magnetic current density and the calculated field it gives on the other measurement planes, can be regarded as functions of the unknown phase angles of the field on plane 1, since the field amplitudes are known on plane 1.
After the phase angles on plane 1 have been initiated, for example to be zero, the resulting field estimates on the other planes can be calculated. To find the correct phase, the initial angles are altered in small steps, so that the calculated field amplitudes converge to the measured field. A functional that is a measure of the difference between calculated and measured field amplitudes have been defined. The phase angles are changed in the opposite direction of the phase angle gradients of the functional, so that it is minimized.
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Results for numerical test cases
The adjoint field method and the PAGM have been compared. The methods were tested with 500 MHz field from an infinitesimal dipole. It was found that the PAGM performed better than the adjoint field method. Moreover it gave phase angles that are in excellent agreement with the correct field.
A performance evaluation of the PAGM has also been performed. Phase retrieval based on field values for different measurement plane sizes and separations between the planes have been studied. Moreover the method have been tested for different initial phase distributions. The results show that the phase retrieval works well, even if the separation between the measurement planes is small in terms of wavelengths.
Results for measured field
The PAGM have also been tested for magnetic flux density with the frequency 50 Hz. The method was tested with measured field amplitudes in front of a transformer. A robot was used to move a measurement probe between the measurement points in front of the transformer.
Field amplitudes on 3 measurement planes were used to calculate the phase. An extra plane further away from the source was used for validation purposes. If the obtained phase angles are similar to the correct ones, they should give calculated field amplitudes that are similar to the measured ones. The calculated field amplitudes, that the retrieved phase gave, on the extra measurement plane agreed well with measured amplitudes.
Conclusions
The phase angle gradient method worked well both for the numerical test cases and for the case with measured field values in front of a transformer. The method is useful for modeling of electromagnetic sources and have the important advantage that it can be used for many different sources without detailed knowledge of the sources.
